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, ABSTRACT, 
. . 

, . 

This paper presents a multizonal integral proportional (IP) speed controller for a closed loop speed . . 

controller of a separately excited .dc motor. The motor is fed from a dc power supply and $epic : 

converter. Tbis converter offers boih step-up and step-down characteristics of the 'motor terminal 
voltage. Ah@ performance is achieved with a simple contml circuit having only one switch 

, (MOSFET) for the proposed system. The output voltage and current are smooth and free of 
ripples. The converter operates in both open and closed loop speed control. A multizonal IP speed 
controller is used to overcome the possibility of change in the system parameters. The proposed 
modeling,and simulation of the system are performed using differential equations which describe 
the systembehaviour ih the different operating conditions. The rnn up, transient and steady state 
are presented. Speed control using.multiZona1 IP speed controller is given to satisfy the best 
required response for the load disturbances. Also, the motor speed can follow the desired reference 
speed smoothly in the Werent operating zones, The experimental results have ensured the 
proposed controller robustness, simple, and powerful control application capabilities. The 
experimental and simulation results of the converter for both open and closed loop speed control 
system are verified and a good correlation between them was found. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Direct cnrrent motor drives are used extensively in 
industries such as steel mill, paper mill, conveyors, 
and chemical industries. In many drive applications, 
the mechanical load varies considerably during 
operation. Such examples of this load are robots and 
machine tools. When a fixed controller setting is used 
for a dc drive system with wide load changes, 
unsatisfactov performance is often produced [I]. 

High performance dc motor drives are Important for 
multitude of industrial applications 121. Precise, fast, 
effective speed reference tracking with minimum 
overshwtlundershwt and small steady state error are 
essential control objectives. Conventional controllers 
are usually used for fixed structure, and fixed 
parameters design [3-51. Tuning and optimzation of 
these controllers are challenging and have  cult 
task, particularly under varying load conditions, and 
abnormal operation. 
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An artificial intelligent system based on fuzzy 
logic and neural network techniques was reported for 
a high performance dc drive [6 ] .  A simulation study 
for an intelligent rule-based error driven gain 
scheduling controller for a chopper fed dc series 
motor was proposed in [7]. Alternatively, an 
intelligent self-adaptive rule based speed regulator 
for a permanent magnet dc motor drive is 
implemented in [8]. The dynamic and steady state 
performance of a symmetrical angle controlled dc 
motor is investigated, and the power factor of the 
system is improved using this technique. Also, the 
conventional analog proportional integral controller 
is used for speed control [9]. 

It is well known that power supplies can suffer 
considerably from current distortions and low power 
factor operations when a conventional diode bridge 
rectifier is operated with a dc filter capacitor at the 
output terminal. They result in large installation size 
and increased losses. To counteract these 
shortcomings, various passive and active input 
current wave shaping methods have been presented 
[lo-131. The supply currents can be passively 
waveshaped by connecting the series resonant circuit 
or parallel resonant circuit [lo] with the supplies in 
series. However, it is di icul t  to obtain sinusoidal 
supply currents with a near unity power factor for a 
wide variety of operating conditions. On the other 
hand, when the cascade combinations of a diode 
bridge and boost dc-dc converter are used as the 
rectifiers, the sinusoidal supply currents can then be 
actively waveshaped with a near unity power factor 
operation by filtering the high order current 
harmonics if the rectifiers are operated in 
discontinuous current conduction mode [ll-171. 
They also have the advantage of simple pulse width 
modulation (PWM) with uniform duty factor and a 
single power switching device which provides the 
necessvy control over the currents both in single 
phase [ll-121 and three phase [I31 configurations. 
Unfortunately, if both step-up and step-down output 
voltages, which have to be continuously regulated, 
are desired, they cannot satisfy the requirement. If, 
for example, the rectifier inverter system is 
considered, the rectifier with step-up and step-down 
characteristics will be useful because it enables the 
system to operate with pulse amplitude modulation at 
the inverter input terminal. Thus, PWM techniques 
for the inverter circuit may be merely focused on the 
decreasing in output ac voltage harmonics. 

In the previous researches, they haven't paid an 
attention for the dynamic operation of a dc to dc 
sepic converter fed dc motor. Also, they haven't paid 
an attention for some different points of the operation 
with the load and speed reference changes. They 
have focused on one operating point only with IP 
speed controller. 

In this paper, a speed control for a separately 
excited dc motor fed from dc supply through a sepic 
converter is presented. Step-up and step-down 
characteristics of the output voltage are obtained. A 
multizonal integral proportional speed controller is 
applied. The proposed modeling and numerical 
simulation of the investigated system is described in 
different modes of operation. An experimental 
system is built to verify the simulation results. The 
comparison between the experimental and simulation 
results has proved a good agreement with each other. 
Both results give a prediction with a high motor 
speed performance over a wide range of reference 
speed and load changes. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Figure (1) shows the schematic diagram of the 
proposed system. The capacitor C, acts as a transfer 
element. The inductance L, and capacitance C, are 
used as a filter to obtain dc output load voltage with 
minimum ripples. The switching frequency (F,) and 

the value of C, are determined according to L, 
value. The resonance frequency is calculated from 

the equation and should be 

sufficiently higher than the switching frequency to 
prevent any resonance phenomenon in the ac circuit. 
The system parameters are given in the Appendix. 

Step-up and down behaviour of the output voltage 
is obtained by regulating the control voltage 
(V,) from zero to the maximum value of the carrier 

voltage (V,,) . The Mosfet is derived on when the 
carrier voltage (V,,,)is lesser than or equal to the 
control voltage, which is the speed control output. 
The duty ratio is given : 

Where T, = the Mosfet on time. 

TsB = the Mosfet off time. 

3. SYSTEM MODELING AND SIMULATION 

To simulate the detailed operation, the voltage, 
current and motor equations have to be established 
for each operating mode. 

Mode (1): 

In this mode the Mosfet is on and the current '1 will 
flow in the loop (v - L, - 5 ) .  The capacitor C, will 
discharge where the diode D is OK The equations 
describing this mode are: 
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! dil -v - 4 il (2) 
dim - v-rmim -kmom -- -- 
dt . Lm 

(13) 

i 
dt L, 

I 
I where v is the dc input voltage d o ,  - k,i, -Bru, -T, -- 

dt J 
(14) 

I -2 -i -- (3) 
I 

! dt C, dv, i - i  ! ( 1 3  i 
! dt C2 

where i ,  and i2 are the currents of coils 1 and 2 I 

i 
i respectively, r, .and r, are the intend resistance of dl2 - -r2i2 -vm 

(16) 
! -- 

coils I and 2 respectively. dt L2 ! 
I 

I 
I - dim - vm -rmim -km6, Made (4): 
I .  -- 

dt (4) i 
42, In this mode the Mosfet is off and the diode D is off ! 

do, - k,i, -Born --T, also. The both currents il , i ,  are equal to zero. The ! -- 
dt J (5) corresponding differential equations describing this 1 

mode are : i 

Where, v ,  , i, , om are the motor voltage, c u r k t  
dim - v,,, - rmim - kmom 

and speed respectively. r, and L, are the motor -- (17) dt 
armature resistance and inductance respectively. k, =m 

is the motor back emf constant. d o ,  - k,i, -Born -?; -- 
dt J 

(18) 
hrn - -im 
dt c2 (6) -i *m -2 -- 

dt c2 (1 9 
where C ,  is the output filter capacitance. 

Mode (2): 
4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

In this mode the Mosfet is off and the diode D is on. 4.1 Perlnmance R~~~~~~ 
The current i, is greater than zero (i.e. positive). The 
corresponding Werential equations describing this The relation between the duty ratio and the motor 

1 mode are : speed is shown in Figure (2) at different ratios from 
i the full load. It is noticed that the speed is increased 

i dil - v-r,i, -vcl with the increasing of the control voltage. Figure (3) 
7- (7) shows the relation between the duty ratio and the dt Ll 

motor current. It is observed that the motor current 

h C 1  - i1 value is constant with the increasing of the duty ratio. 

dt C, 
(8) That is because the load torque value is constant 

during every ratio of the full load. Figure (4) and (5) 
clarify the relation between the duty ratio and motor 

dim - vm -rmim -kmom -- (9) voltage and supply current respectively. It is noticed 
dt Lm that both the motor voltage and supply current 

. . increase with the increasing of the duty ratio. 
d o ,  - k,i, - Bo, - q -- 

dt J . lo) 4.2 Steady-State wavefoms Results 

j This study is made at half fi l l  load torque (0.065 
dv, - i2 -im 

i (11) N,m) with a constant value of control voltage (duty 
dt C2 ratio) equals 0.35. The figures show the simulation 

and experimental results for different parameters. 
di2 - -r2i2 -vm -- (12) Figure (6) shows the motor current versus time 

! 

i 
1 

dt L2 during the steady state condition. It is obsmed that 
the motor current remains constant with time, since 

I Mode (31: the load torque is constant Figure (7) shows the 
In Ulis mode, the Mosfet is off, diode D is on and the .ariation of the coil current with time, while ~i~~~~ 

i current i, is equal to zero. The corresponding (8)  ~hows the variation of the source current under 
differential equations which describe this mode are: the same condition of operation. The motor voltage 

I 
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versus time is as shown in Figure (9). As for the 
source voltage, it is as shown in Figure (10). Also, 
both the simulation and experimental results clarify 
that the motor voltage and source voltage remain 
constant with time. 

4.3 Starting up Performance Results 

The results are taken and simulated for the same 
parameters under the starting up condition, and in 
case of the half load and constant control voltage of 
0.35. Figure (11) shows the variation of the motor 
current versus time. Figure (12) shows the motor 
speed under the same conditions. Figure (13) shows 
the variation of the source current versus time, while 
Figure (14) shows the variation of the motor voltage 
with time. As for the source voltage, Figure (15) 
shows that it remained constant with time in the 
starting up behaviour. 

4.4 Transient Performance Results 

Two kinds of changes have been proposed in 
order to study the characteristics of the system. The 
first change is a step change in the control voltage. 
The load is taken constant at the value of half full 
load. A positive step change from 0.25 to 0.35 volt in 
the control voltage is taken. Figure (16) shows the 
simulation and experimental result for the motor 
speed against time. Figures (17),(18) show the same 
previous parameters due to a negative step change in 
the control voltage from 0.35 to 0.25 volt. 

The second change is in the load. A positive 
change in load is taken from a light load to the full 
load. The simulation and experimental results are 
given for the main system parameters. The motor 
current versus time is shown in Figure (19). The 
motor speed is as shown in Figure (20). The motor 
voltage versus time is shown in Figure (21). The 
same previous parameters due to a negative change 
in the load are studied. Figure (22) shows the change 
in the motor current. The motor speed versus time is 
shown in Figure (23). Figure (24) shows the motor 
voltage versus time due to the negative change in the 
load. 

5. CLOSED LOOP SPEED CONTROL 

5.1 The System Transfer Function 

The open loop transfer function of the speed 
response with a step change in the control voltage for 
all the system is obtained and is given as 

Where, Ks = 11.5 and T,, = 0.09 sec. 

Figure (25) shows the complete block diagram for 
the closed loop system. A multizonal speed controller 
is designed to obtain a wide range of the speed 

control using different integral proportional (IF) 
controllers for different operating points. The load is 
divided into three zones. Zone one is from 0.25 to 0.5 
of the full load. Zone two is from 0.5 to 0.75 of the 
full load. Zone three is from 0.75 to the full load. For 
any load zone the IP speed controller is designed 

5.2 Design of the IP Speed Controller 

The open loop transfer function of the system is 
obtained according to Figure (25) as follows: 

In order that the system becomes stable, the cross 
over frequency (oco ) for a phase margin more than 
45" is found from the equation [18] : 

The parameters of the speed controller for the three 
zones are given in the Appendix. 

5.3 Controller Equations 

The controller equations are given as: 

Vc = KI (O- Kp,) (24) 

5.4 Closed Loop Simulation and Experimental 
Results 

Zone two is taken as an example. Figure (26) 
shows the experimental and simulation result for the 
motor speed due to a positive load change from 0.5 to 
0.75 from the full load, while Figure (27) shows the 
same result but for a negative load change from 0.75 
to 0.5 from the full load. It is noticed that the speed is 
changed and then returned to its initial value. Figure 
(28) shows the simulation and experimental results 
for a positive step change in I.,, from 1100 to 1750 

r.p.m., while Figure (29) shows the results for a 
negative step change from 1750 to 1100 r.p.m. It is 
observed that the speed can follow the desired 
reference speed smoothly. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents the modeling, simulation and 
experimental behaviour for dynamic and steady state 
performance of a separately excited dc motor fed 
from a sepic dc to dc converter. The use of a sepic 
converter achieved the availability to obtaining the 
step-up and step-down characteristics of the motor 
input voltage. The presented control circuit for this 
system is simple since only one switch is used. The 
obtained dc motor voltage and current has the 
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advantage to be approximately free of ripples. The For Three Phase Diode Rectifiers", IEE Proc. 
dynamic and steady state behaviour are obtained B, 1992, 139, (6), pp.512-520. 
using the proposed modeling and numerical [ l l ]  K. H. Liu and Y. L. Lin, 'Current Wave Form 
simulation. The suitable parameters in designing the Distortion in Power Factor Correction Cucuits 
integral proportional speed controller are obtained for Employing Discontinuous Mode Boost 
three zones of load in order to obtain a constant Converters", IEEE PESC, 1980, pp. 825-829. 
speed when there is a wide range of load change. [12] T. C. Chen and C. T. Pan, "Modeling and 
Also, it is found that the motor speed can follow the Design of a Single Phase AC to DC 
desired reference speed smoothly. The comparison Converter", IEE Proc. B, 1992, 139, (5), 
between the simulation and experimental results for pp.465-470 
open and closed loop for the speed control has [13] A.R.Prasad, P.D.Zigas and S.Manias," An 
proved that they are in an agreement with each other. Active Power Factor Correction Technique For 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the proposed system 
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(a, Experimental Result 
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Flgure (25) Complete Block Diagram for 
Closed Loop system 
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